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The STSM is a part of longer on-going research on thermochromic liquid crystal

(TLC) inks. In this period, some missing measurements were done, the obtained results were

discussed and prepared for publication.

Optical effects of TLC inks were carefully studied and examined. The spectroscopic

measurements were done on the laboratory UV-VIS-NIR spectrometer Lambda 950 (Perkin

Elmer) with 150 mm large integrating sphere (sphere diameter). While we do not have the

equipment at our faculty, the STSM was urgently required. These measurements enable

describing the dynamic color properlies of the TLC inks. Optical properties of the TLC

printing inks were measured in different temperature conditions and considering different

kind of paper-based substrates. Both coated and uncoated black paper substrate were used.

Substrates were also prepared as a gray scale, containing different percentage of black color

saturation in each field. TLCs applied above the mentioned substrates have showed different

visual effects.

The temperature dependent colorimetric properties of the TLC ink were analyzed.

When printed over the white paper, TLC ink layer have similar reflectance spectra, even in

the activation region. This result confirmed the appearance of the measured sample, where



practically no colof change with temperature can be observed by naked eye' When TLCs are

printed over the black background the temperature dependent colours can be easily observed

and measured. The samples show almost pure iridescent colors changing from the red to the

blue colors in the visible spectrum when temperature increases' Our research shows that TLC

inks become colored due to the reflection of narrow bunch of light, producing single

reflection peak which continuously moves towards lower wavelengths when temperature

increases. This result can explain the colour play effect of the TLC printing inks in detail'

The results of current study were compared to our previous work focused on specific

optical properties of the TLC printing inks, where several types of measuring geometries were

used. This research showed that the most precise measulements were made using the large

integration sphere on the laboratory spectrometer' The characteristic reflectance peak which

moves with temperature across the visible spectrum is obtained only when (8',di)

measurement geometry was applied'

The results of this study will be submitted to a suitable scientific journal with impact

factor. The entire research could give new information necessary for developing new kinds of

commercial applications using TLC inks which currently practically do not exist'
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